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Most pedalboards have only one level and therefore require an awkward tap
dance to access the second row of pedals without stomping on others
accidentally. The Pedal Riser raises your second row of pedals to the
perfect height, and has drop-in-from-the-top™ cable routing features that
cleans up your messy cables. Read more..

 

The Pedal Fastener is a hook fastener designed specifically for attaching
pedals to pedalboards. It features industrial strength adhesive optimized to
stick to the rubber on the back of most pedals and hold fast up to 93
degrees celsius. Read more..

 

   

 
The Wah Fastener has been designed to fit on any wah that has the
traditional classic shape you instantly recognize from Cry Baby and Vox.
The design allows you to use the same screws with which the rubber feet
are secured to your wah. Read more..

 
SuperLoop is a super low profile loop fastener that combined with StageTrix
Pedal Fasteners will give you the security to know that overtime you pull out
your pedalboard every pedal will still be securely on your board. Holds fast
up to 93 Degrees Celsius! Read more..

 

   

 

We have seen multiple ways for people to mark the settings on their
amplifiers, effects pedals and mixing consoles, but non seemed easy and
convenient. Everything now changes with the introduction of the Setting
Saver™. A marker that applies a clean, bright fluorescent green ink to mark
your settings. The ink is easily removed by wiping it off with your finger, and
will not leave any markings when removed (use only on smooth, non-porus
surfaces). Read more..

 

   100 Pieces per Jar / Refill
   Keep your cables in optimum condition
   No more cable spaghetti
   'Cable Wraps' stay on your cable
   Slips over any connection type
   Fluorescent to easily spot your cable
   Mark 'Cable Wraps' with name or cable type

 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DEALER ENQUIRIES PLEASE CALL
HOT APPLE DISTRIBUTION

(02) 9316 4112
OR

EMAIL SALES@HOTAPPLE.COM.AU
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